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Additional Actions Would Improve Reporting of Joint Strike Fighter Assets

What GAO Found

The Department of Defense (DOD) has taken steps to address the material weakness that auditors identified related to the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program, including establishing milestone dates for addressing underlying issues. However, GAO found that because it lacks a fully developed strategy, DOD has not met and subsequently revised the milestone dates. Without a documented strategy that includes detailed procedures for addressing the material weakness, DOD is at an increased risk that its effort to remediate the JSF financial reporting issues will not meet milestone target dates and will not be effective.

Further, GAO found that DOD designed inventory count procedures to verify the physical existence of certain JSF assets such as support equipment held at contractor facilities and included in property records; however, DOD did not verify the completeness of assets, as directed by DOD guidance (see figure).

What GAO Recommends

GAO is making 12 recommendations, including for DOD to develop and document a strategy to address the material weakness and plans to verify the completeness of JSF asset records, and to determine whether information on joint programs is sufficiently maintained for reporting purposes. DOD concurred with 10 and partially concurred with two of GAO’s recommendations. GAO continues to believe that all the recommendations are warranted.

Because DOD had never previously maintained its own complete JSF property records, it relied on contractor records to perform the inventory, but these sometimes were inaccurate. For example, DOD was unable to verify approximately $16 million of JSF assets listed on contractor records. DOD officials said that these errors are likely to be significantly higher. Without properly executed inventory procedures that verify both the physical existence of the assets and the completeness of the records, DOD management will not have the information needed for reliable financial statement reporting and may not be able to identify if assets have been lost or stolen.

DOD was unable to provide complete and consistent information about the universe of DOD joint programs. This limited GAO’s ability to fully examine and determine the extent to which DOD tracks and records information about its joint programs. GAO found inconsistencies in DOD’s reported data about its joint programs and in how DOD offices define and identify joint programs. This increases the risk that financial data used for managing and reporting joint programs will not be consistent, complete, or accurate.